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ABSTRACT
Despite decades of very successful yaw-control and anti-torque applications, the aerodynamics of ducted
rotors in low-power, near-edgewise flow conditions are not well understood. Motivated by phenomena
discovered during the development of the RAH-66 Comanche’s directional axis control laws, a research
program was initiated to use CFD to improve the understanding of the dynamic relationship between
ducted rotor thrust and applied collective pitch, especially when the rotor is operating in near-edgewise
flight conditions. This paper is a presentation of the initial results of this study. Numerical solutions of the
inviscid Euler equations were obtained for the flow over the Comanche fuselage with a uniform actuator
disk and blade element models for the FANTAILTM; the main rotor is excluded in this study. The solutions
were obtained by running a modified PUMA 2 (Parallel Unstructured Maritime Aerodynamics)
computational fluid dynamics code with an unstructured grid with 2.8 million tetrahedral cells. Excellent
correlation between the calculations and a variety of static test data are presented and discussed.
Subsequent efforts will examine the important aspects of the dynamics of the thrust response, and allow
further comparisons with flight test data.

NOTATION
a
lift curve slope
A disk
fan disk area
c
fan blade chord
Cl
lift coefficient
Cp
pressure coefficient
CT
thrust coefficient
l
blade section lift
M8
freestream Mach number
Nb
number of fan blades
r
radial blade station
T
period of one blade passage
Tfan
fan thrust
_______________
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normal velocity
tangential velocity
freestream velocity
local blade angle of attack
helicopter angle of attack
pressure jump
local blade pitch angle
collective pitch angle
blade pitch angle at ¾ radius
linear blade twist
fluid density
fan solidity
inflow angle
azimuth angle
blade rotation speed

INTRODUCTION
The ducted rotor offers a number of important benefits
over a conventional tail rotor. Safety is notably
improved through virtual elimination of tail rotor strike
events. Noise reductions are also dramatic. From a
handling-qualities perspective, the ducted rotor provides
the loads capacity required for very aggressive
maneuvers and allows unrivaled sideward flight and
sideslip envelopes, among other important advantages [1,
2, 3, 4]
.
Despite these significant advantages, the ducted tail
rotor presents a design challenge in forward flight. In
contrast to a conventional rotor, for which the large
effective mass flux in forward flight tends to linearize
thrust response to collective pitch and reduce the
importance of inflow dynamics, the nominal operating
condition of the ducted rotor is near-zero effective mass
flux, a condition which tends to increase the importance
of dynamic inflow and render the approximations of
conventional momentum theory inadequate.
Experience on the RAH-66 Comanche has shown that,
despite substantial improvements in momentum-type
models of the steady thrust response of a ducted tail
rotor[5], the dynamics of the total (fan + shroud) thrust
response in forward flight are not yet well understood.
The unexpected thrust response was first clearly
observed shortly after the initial engagement of the Core
Automatic Flight Control System (CAFCS) mode.
Figure 1 shows a sustained, large-amplitude 1-Hz yaw
oscillation during a shallow turning partial-power
descent at 80 knots forward speed. (There were no
loads or safety issues associated with this oscillation,
but it would obviously adversely affect pilot comfort.)
Notice that the average (trim) value of FANTAILTM
pitch is near zero, where the mass flux through the duct
is near zero.
After an exhaustive review of possible causes of the
oscillations, including a careful audit of digital
processing delays and consideration of stiction in the
actuators, among many other factors, the conclusion
was reached that there must be a significant apparent
delay in the development of thrust in response to
collective pitch changes.
One consequence of the delay is that higher yaw rate
gain, normally associated with increased damping of the
body modes, tends to increase frequency, while higher
heading gain, normally associated with increased
frequency, tends to decrease damping. Figures 2 and 3
show early flight test data demonstrating the unusual
effects of rate and attitude gain changes.

Figure 1. Sustained 1-Hz Directional Axis Oscillation
in Shallow Turning Partial Power Descent at 80 Knots.
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Figure 2. Effect of Yaw Rate Gain on Directional Axis
Oscillations (V = 140 mts).
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Figure 3. Effect of Heading Gain on Directional Axis
Oscillations (V = 140 Kts)

For the Comanche, combinations of changes in
directional-axis feedback with modifications in the
empennage configuration were sufficient to satisfy the
ADS-33 analytical requirements and also to ensure
mission effectiveness[6,7].
The current effort was
undertaken to improve the understanding of the
aeromechanics of ducted tail rotors in forward flight
with the hope of enabling further improvements in this
very successful technology.
METHODOLOGY
This paper analyzes the flowfield around the fuselage of
an RAH-66 Comanche helicopter with and without the
fan-in-fin operating. Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) is used, because it allows a more complete
mathematical model to make quantitative predictions of
complex flows dominated by non-linear effects [10].
Potential flow theory [11,12], Euler equations[13], and
Navier-Stokes equations[8,11,14,15] have been used in
literature to define the flowfields around helicopters.
Each of these methods has an associated computational
cost and benefit [14]. In this study the flow field is
assumed to be inviscid and the predictions are made
using Euler equations. The antitorque system of the
helicopter, which is a ducted fan called the

FANTAILTM[9], is modeled using an actuator disk, in
which the fan-in-fin is assumed to be a rotor with an
infinite number of blades and zero thickness[16] . While
the fan blades could be modeled in more detail, we are
trying to develop a method that requires minimal CPU
time and can be used in engineering settings. For our
purposes here, we do not believe that detailed modeling
of the tip-gap region or blade swirl is critical. We are
also assuming that the time scales of the blades are
much smaller than the time scale of the outer flow. Two
different methods are followed to introduce the effects
of the FANTAILTM to the overall flowfield. In the first
method the fan thrust is set as an input by applying a
uniform pressure jump across the actuator disk. On the
other hand, in the second method, the blade collective
pitch angle is set as an input and the corresponding fan
thrust and aerodynamic forces are computed.
Co mputations are performed for hover, forward flight,
and sideward flight conditions. The governing equations
are solved on an unstructured grid with 2.8 million
tetrahedral cells, which can be seen in Figure 4. This
number of cells is adequate for our purposes (the
agreement with wind tunnel data is excellent) and is
also a case that can be run in just a few hours on an 8processor Beowulf cluster.

Figure 4. Computational Mesh.
Numerical solutions are performed by first modifying
the computer code PUMA2[17,20,26,28,29] (Parallel
Unstructured Maritime Aerodynamics), which is written
in ANSI C. PUMA2 was widely used by Long et al. for
numerical solution of various problems [17-29]. Parallel

processing is applied to reduce the CPU time and
memory requirements. The MPI[30] communication
standard is used for this purpose and the code is run on
the
Beowulf
clusters
COCOA
and
COCOA2[18,26,29,31,32 ].

FANTAILTM MODELING

l (r , ψ ) =

TM

The FANTAIL is modeled as an actuator disk with
zero thickness. Its effects are introduced into the flow as
boundary conditions in which the pressure undergoes a
discontinuity while the other flow parameters remain
continuous. Uniform momentum theory and blade
element theory are used.

Adisk
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In this approach fan thrust is set as an input and the
uniform pressure jump is computed as follows:

T fan

]

An often used approximation is that the linear lift
coefficient is given b y Cl = aa. The blade pitch is
typically approximated by linear twist with respect to
the blade pitch at 75% radius.

Uniform Momentum Theory:

∆p =

[

1
2
ρ ⋅ c V N2 + (VT + Ωr ) ⋅ C l (α )
2

(1)

Blade Element Theory:
In this approach the collective pitch angle of the blades
is set as an input and the corresponding fan thrust is
computed by using blade element theory, which relates
the local lift on a differential element of the blade to the
local velocity and the local blade pitch. The external
velocity vector is decomposed into a component normal
to the disk, VN (r,?), and a component in the plane of the
disk, VT(r,?). A schematic of the blade element and the
corresponding velocities and forces can be seen in
Figure 5.

(4)

In the usual simplified theory, the blade element
expressions for lift, or more commonly the integrated
thrust and moments, are used as inputs to momentum
theory to estimate the external flow velocities, VN (r,?)
and VT (r,?). In the present work, momentum theory is
replaced by a direct numerical simulation of the external
flow. In the present approach, the individual blades are
not included in the definition of the body boundary.
Instead, an actuator disk is used at the nominal plane of
the rotor disk to apply pressure-jump boundary
conditions to the flow solution. While the actual
pressure jump at a given location on the disk will vary
between zero (when no blade is present) and the
maximum pressure difference over the blade chord, a
useful approximation is to take the average pressure
jump during a single blade passage time:

1
∆ p(r ,ψ ) =
T

T

∫ ∆p

blade (t ) ⋅ dt

(5)

0

where:

T=

2π
Nb Ω

(6)

A schematic of the proposed averaging of the pressure
jump due to blade loading can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Blade Element Diagram

The lift coefficient is assumed to be a unique function of
angle of attack by neglecting the Mach number and
Reynolds number effects. The resulting equations are:
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Figure 6. Proposed Averaged Pressure due to Blade Lift.

Now, as noted above, ?pblade will vanish except in those
parts of the rotor revolution where some portion of the
blade is located at the given station. During these times
the blade is moving with a speed of O r, so the variable
of integration can be replaced using
O r dt = dx:

Ω
∆ p(r , ψ ) = N b
2π

c

∫ ∆p

blade ( x)

0

1
⋅ dx
Ωr

(7)

Since the integration of blade pressure over the chord is
simply the local lift per unit span, the integral can be
replaced in favor of the local lift:

∆ p(r ,ψ ) = N b

l ( r,ψ )
2π ⋅ r

(8)

Given either a lift coefficient look-up table or linear lift curve slope and a definition of twist, equations (2), (3),
(4) and (8) form a complete set of algebraic equations to
compute the pressure jump across the disk as a function

of computed external flow and the applied collective
pitch input (? 0 ).
RESULTS
Results include flow over an isolated fuselage in
forward flight, a FANTAILTM modeled with uniform
theory in forward flight, and a FANTAILTM modeled
with blade element theory in hover, forward and
sideward flight cases.
The pressure distribution over the isolated fuselage in
forward flight can be seen in Figure 7.
For the solutions coupled with uniform momentum
theory, the flow conditions are kept the same as the
isolated fuselage case and the fan thrust coefficient is
set to 0.08. Figure 8 shows the surface pressure
distribution and Figure 9 shows the comparison of
computed and experimental[8] dorsal pressure
distributions.

Figure 7. Pressure Distribution over Isolated Fuselage
(M 8 = 0.13, V8 = 85.9 knots, ? = 0o )

Figure 8. Pressure Distribution over Fuselage
(M 8 = 0.13, V8 = 85.9 knots, ? = 0o , CTfan = 0.08)

Figure 9. Comparison of computed dorsal pressure distribution with experiment.
(M 8 = 0.13, V8 = 85.9 knots, ? = 0o , CTfan = 0.08)

It is clear from Figure 8 that the fan thrust creates a
suction and low pressure region in the vicinity of
the shroud. Because of this low pressure on the fin,
the FANTAILTM also creates an antitorque moment
on the shroud. One can als o see from Figure 9 that
the computed pressure shows good agreement with
the experiment. The slight discrepancies are most
likely due to slight geometric differences between
the experimental and the computational model, the
use of a uniform pressure jump assumption, and
viscous effects.
Uniform momentum theory may yield reliable
results but in reality the FANTAILTM imposes a
non-uniform pressure jump on the rotor disks [8]. In
addition to this, uniform momentum theory cannot
account for the pitch angle settings of the blades.
Therefore, as a more realistic approach, blade
element theory, which relates local pressure jump
to local velocity field and blade pitch angle, is
coupled with the CFD solution. Unlike the first
method, where the fan thrust is given as input, in
this case the blade pitch angle is specified and the
corresponding fan thrust is computed. Here the
pitch angle is measured at the ¾ radius position[3].

Figure 11. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (port view)
(Hover, ? .75 = -10o )

Figures 10 to 18 show pressure distributions and
velocity vectors in the vicinity of the FANTAILTM
for pitch angles -10, 20 and 40 degrees for the
hover condition.

Figure 12. Velocity vectors in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM
(Hover, ? .75 = -10o )

The effect of the blade pitch setting on the pressure
distribution and the velocity field are evident in the
figures. Also note from the figures that the suction
of the fan creates a low pressure region on the
shroud around the inlet lip, which leads to
additional antitorque moment.
Figure 10. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (starboard view)
(Hover, ? .75 = -10o )

Pressure and velocity distributions for the
helicopter in forward flight with freestream velocity
of 150 knots and collective pitch settings of 0, 20
and 40 degrees are shown in Figures 19 to 27.

Figure 13. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (starboard view, hover, ? .75 = 20o )

Figure 16. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (starboard view, hover, ? .75 = 40o )

Figure 14. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (port view, hover, ? .75 = 20o )

Figure 17. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (port view, hover, ? .75 = 40o )

Figure 15. Velocity vectors in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Hover, ? .75 = 20o )

Figure 18. Velocity vectors in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Hover, ? .75 = 40o )

Figure 19. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Starboard view)
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 0o )

Figure 22. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Starboard view)
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 20o )

Figure 20. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Port view)
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 0o )

Figure 23. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Port view)
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 20o )

Figure 21. Velocity vectors in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 0o )

Figure 24. Velocity vectors in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 20o )

Figure 25. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Starboard view)
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 40o )

Figure 28. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Starboard view) (Left Sideward
Flight, V8 = 45 kts, ? .75 = 0o )

Figure 26. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Port view)
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 40o )

Figure 29. Cp contours in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Port view) (Left Sideward Flight,
V8 =45 kts, ? .75 = 0o )

Figure 27. Velocity vectors in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM
(Forward Flight, V8 = 150 kts, ? .75 = 40o )

Figure 30. Velocity vectors in the vicinity of
FANTAILTM (Left Sideward Flight, V8 = 45 kts,
? .75 = 0o )

It is known that, in forward flight, low fan thrust is
desired to minimize drag and power consumption[3].
Figures 19, 20, 22, 23, 25 and 26 clearly show that,
increasing the blade pitch angle creates a high
pressure region on the downstream side of the duct.
This results in a significant aft force. For this
reason, it is very desirable to design the vertical tail
so that the fan is unloaded in trim (get better
performance overall that way). Note that this also
tends to push the fan into the region, near zero
degrees of pitch, where the trim flow through the
duct is not well defined as can be seen from Figure
21. In addition to this, a low pressure region
develops on the port side of the shroud with
increasing pitch angle. This also tends to decrease
the total thrust. Unloading the fan also eliminates
this effect.

of collective pitch.
Compared to the ideal
augmentation factor of 2, this indicates that the
FANTAILTM duct is well designed.

Another important flight condition is sideward
flight. Since the flow goes directly through the fan
the inflow velocities and consequently the local
angle of attack of the blades change drastically.
Figures 28, 29 and 30 show the pressure and
velocity distributions around the FANTAILTM
when the helicopter is in a left sideward flight of 45
knots and the collective pitch setting is zero
degrees.

Figure 31. Comparison of total thrust with
experiment. (Hover Condition)

Figures 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27 and 30 showed that
except for the hover case with positive fan thrust,
the flow through the duct is not well defined.
Separated flow regions can be easily seen in the
vicinity of the duct and the centerbody. This also
shows that the Euler equations are able to predict
these kinds of flow when the separation is from a
sharp edge and is Reynolds number independent.
In order to analyze the control characteristics of the
FANTAILTM, thrust predictions are plotted as a
function of the collective pitch angle for different
flight conditions and the results are compared with
wind tunnel data[3,9,33].
Here the total thrust
generated by the FANTAILTM and the thrust
generated by the fan only are compared with the
experiments separately. Figure 31 illustrates the
relation ship between the collective pitch angle and
the total thrust in hover condition.

Figure 32. Comparison of fan thrust with
experiment. (Hover Condition)

Comparisons of the thrust generated by the fan only
with the wind tunnel data for hover and right
sideward flight at a speed of 45 knots are available
in Figures 32 and 33.
Another result of interest from the static thrust
results is that the ratio of total device thrust to fan
thrust is about 1.83 and is very nearly independent

Figure 33. Comparison of fan thrust with
experiment.
(Right Sideward Flight, V8 =45 kts)

The figures show that the results are generally in
excellent agreement with the wind tunnel data. The
differences are most likely due to the inviscid flow
and linear lift curve assumptions.
Figures 32 and 33 clearly showed that the fan thrust
for a given collective pitch setting changes
according to the flight condition of the aircraft. In
order to display this effect in more detail, fan thrust
is plotted as a function of pitch angle for hover,
forward flight and sideward flight in Figure 34.

Figure 34. Fan Thrust Characteristics in Different
Flight Conditions.
Results show that the introduction of forward speed
causes a dramatic change in the thrust slope
(change in thrust per degree of collective) near zero
collective, a result which agrees with flight data[5]
and is critical for the setting of feedback gain
schedule. Right sideward flight is analogous to a
main rotor in a vertical climb where the freestream
velocity adds to the inflow and decreases the local
angle of attack of the blades. This results in less
thrust for a given collective pitch setting than in
hover. In left sideward flight this situation is
reversed and the fan acts like a rotor in vertical
descent. The freestream velocity decreases the
inflow and increases the local angle of attack of the
blades. For low pitch angles, the fan creates more
thrust than in hover. But for high pitch settings this
effectiveness will decrease because of the
increasing induced flow.

the application of momentum theory, and the
desired fan thrust was achieved by applying a
uniform pressure jump across the rotor disk. The
second method consisted of coupling blade element
theory with computational fluid dynamics, in which
the fan thrust is computed as a function of
collective pitch setting and local velocity field.
Momentum theory results provided a preliminary
knowledge of the effects of the FANTAILTM on the
overall flowfield. Blade element theory allowed us
to obtain a relationship between the fan thrust and
collective pitch settings for different flight
conditions. These relations are very important for
the design and analysis of the flight control system
of the aircraft.
The computed results showed good agreement with
the wind tunnel data. The differences are most
likely due to geometric differences and the use of
an inviscid solver, but the agreement is very good.
It may also be beneficial to use more representative
blade lift curves. In general, however, these are
very encouraging results and show that CFD can be
used to evaluate the static FANTAILTM control
effectiveness. The next phase of the research will
explore the unsteady aerodynamic response to
dynamic control inputs.
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